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Access to Books & Time to Read

“There is considerable evidence that 
providing access to books results in 
more reading and better reading and 
considerable evidence that providing 
time to read results in better reading”
(Krashen, 2003, p. 26). 



Matching Books to Readers
Readers who practice the reading 
process often with textual material 
matched to their abilities become fluent, 
build their vocabulary, and increase 
their skills while children who read less 
or do not have books matched to their 
abilities increasingly fall behind their 
peers (Stanovich, 1985).



The process of matching text to 
reader is complex.

The aim is to find books 
– in reader’s “zone of proximal development” (Vygotsky, 

1978). 
– that furnish optimal input for English learners (Krashen, 

1985). 
English learners need texts that are fine-tuned.
– slightly beyond independent reading level
– not so far beyond they can’t handle them with teacher 

support  
Texts that are too easy will not contribute to English language 
development
Texts that are too hard will be beyond the student’s grasp and 
lead to frustration.



Many tools for matching texts to 
readers have been developed
readability formulas, 
decodability, 
vocabulary control systems, 
qualitative leveling (Mesmer, 2008). 



Each method has 
strengths and weaknesses

They provide: 
A general grade level 
Indications of readability based on beginning 
reading needs, not necessarily those of 
English learners
“Manufactured” text based on a single-
criterion or controlled material often resulting 
in boring or stilted stories. 
A missing variable is that they do not 
specifically address English learners. 
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The reader influences the text matching 
process.

Teachers must consider factors such as:
readers’ abilities (reading level, 
attention, memory), 
their motivation (purpose for reading, 
interests, self-efficacy), and 
their knowledge (first language, prior 
knowledge, and print and alphabetic 
understanding) (Mesmer, 2008, p. 3). 
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Literature provides English 
Language Learners with

natural language 
models of many organizational structures, language 
styles, and techniques used by writers.  
illustrations and other text supports 
rich contextualization that is lacking in textbooks and 
leveled materials
Literature can be matched to students’ linguistic and 
cultural backgrounds without undergoing the process 
of diluting the content or the motivational potential. 



Matching Books to English 
Learners

Level of 
familiarity or 
background 
knowledge 

How familiar or helpful is the 
story or topic? How close a fit is 
the story or topic to the learner’s 
background knowledge?

Level of 
language

Is the language of the book 
simple and direct? How close a 
fit is the story or topic to the 
learner’s language knowledge 
and proficiency level?



Mismatch

“Then the pastels 
arrived. They blended 
in smoothly. 
Ink arrived with a 
splash and left a 
lasting impression. 
The scissors were 
cutting jokes all night 
long. They really had 
the tape rolling.”



Level of textual 
support

Are there abundant illustrations? Do 
the illustrations help convey the 
storyline or relay information or are 
they largely decorative? 

Level of 
cultural fit

Are there a variety of genres 
available to English learners? Is the 
book culturally relevant? How close 
a fit is the story or topic to the 
learner’s cultural background?

Matching Books to English Learners



Matching Literature to 
Student Proficiency Levels

Level 1, Starting Up
Initially:
Has limited or no understanding of 
English 
Rarely uses English to communicate 
Responds nonverbally to simple 
commands, statements, and questions.
Later:
Repeats and imitates others using single 
words or simple phrases
Begins to use English spontaneously
“Reads” through visual literacy with 
pictures and environmental print

Level of familiarity or background knowledge
The text addresses familiar topics, concepts
Content focused on the concrete and observable
Typical story structure
Level of language knowledge and proficiency
Vocabulary reflects reader’s oral language
Vocabulary is focused on survival topics or the most 
basic content concepts
Text is at the word, phrase, or simple sentence level
Simple sentence has clear subject and predicate or is 
in imperative/command form 
Text has predictable, repetitive or rhyming text.
Level of textual support
Limited text per page 
Text located in the same location on page
Illustrations are on each page or directly opposite text 
on a two page spread
One-to-one correspondence of text to illustration, 
photographs, graphic support
Level of cultural fit
Text is a close cultural fit or revolves around universal 
themes (mealtime, play, cooking)



The Life of a Car

Short phrases 
describe entire cycle 
from building to 
crushing the car 
after an accident.
“Build the car.”
“Deliver the car.”



Counting Book

Sentences for 1-10 
are simple and 
repetitive. “They 
planted one 
watermelon seed . . 
. and it grew.”
Then, the sentences 
change and 
adjectives describe 
the fruits and 
vegetables picked.
Picture dictionary at 
the end.



Matching Literature to 
Student Proficiency Levels

Level 2, Emerging
Understands phrases, short sentences 
Communicates limited information in 
simple and routine situations 
Uses memorized phrases, groups of 
words 
Uses simple structures correctly but still 
makes basic errors 
Uses general academic vocabulary and 
familiar everyday expressions 
Makes writing errors that often interfere 
with communication 

Level of familiarity or background knowledge
Familiar story or topic
Typical story structure
Level of language knowledge and proficiency
General academic vocabulary and familiar everyday 
expressions
Phrases and short sentences
Predictable and repetitive text
Simple narrative with single setting, clear resolution, 
and clear problem
Simple language
Phrases and simple or compound sentences
Level of textual support
Limited text on two page spread
Illustrations on a two page spread
Illustrations support storyline or text or add rich 
contextualizations to text
Level of cultural fit
Text is a cultural fit or revolves around universal 

themes (mealtime, play, cooking)



Look Out, Suzy Goose

Onomatopoeia and strong 
verbs

“Suzy goes into the woods 
for some peace and quiet,  
but she is not alone.”

“Tiptoe, Tiptoe, padded the 
hungry fox. “I spy goose for 
dinner.” He followed Suzy 
into the woods”. 



Little Green Frogs

Repetitive, rhyming 
language
Life cycle book
“Frog eggs, frog 
eggs, hatching in 
the pond, how will 
you grow?”



Matching Literature to 
Student Proficiency Levels

Level 3, Developing
Understands more complex speech with 
repetition 
Uses English spontaneously 
Has difficulty expressing some thoughts 
due to limited vocabulary and lack of 
command of language structure
Speaks in simple, comprehensible, and 
appropriate sentences
Makes frequent grammatical errors 
Proficiency in reading varies 
considerably 
Comprehends texts for which he/she has 
background knowledge 

Level of familiarity or background knowledge
Texts/topics for which students have some background 
knowledge require less textual/teacher support
Unfamiliar texts/topics require increased teacher and 
textual support
Level of language knowledge and proficiency
High frequency language of the content areas
Common idioms, figures of speech, and multi-meaning 
words with teacher support
Some literary language related to different genres such 
as fairy tales, e.g., kingdom
Expanded sentences in written paragraphs
Level of textual support
Less dependence on illustrations with familiar topic
Illustrations support storyline or topic with unfamiliar 
story or text
More text on page
Level of cultural fit
Text reflects cultural content that may not be a fit with 
reader, so background and support are needed



A Place for Butterflies







Monarch Butterfly



Labeling of Key Terms



Graphics with Related Text
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